Exposure of BEAS-2B cells to secondary organic aerosol coated on magnetic nanoparticles.
Toxicological investigation suggests that exposures to complex secondary organic aerosol (SOA) products can result in adverse health effects in biological systems. However, the mechanism of adverse health effects is not yet understood. One of the major restrictions in studies of health effects of SOA is a particle exposure technique. In this study, we applied an innovative soft targeting technology using magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) to deliver SOAs onto target biological systems under a magnetic field. The exploratory exposure technology using MNP was demonstrated for the SOAs created from the reaction of ozone with alpha-pinene in an indoor Teflon film chamber. SOA increased the release of the proinflammatory mediator interleukin-8 by respiratory epithelial cells. These results support that MNP can effectively deliver SOAs to epithelial cells in vitro resulting in a significant biological effects.